Re-inventing Readymix
for the 21st Century

A fresh approach to quality and
customer experience on a wide range
of readymix concrete products.
Our Service
We have a deserved reputation within
the construction industry for supplying
a consistent quality of service and
product, and have developed a wealth of
experience and knowledge in the design,
production and distribution of concrete.
Whether your requirement is concrete
that can be pumped, poured, high flow,
ultra-high strength, lean, rapid hardening
or slow setting, we have the expertise
and technical know-how to meet your
requirements.
Our centrally located plant in Whetstone,
Leicester is ideally situated to provide an
easy to use supportive service, therefore
allowing any order, from the smallest

delivery to the largest pour, to be supplied
with confidence and ease.
We can deliver to projects of all sizes, from
major civil engineering projects to small
house builders, farms, domestic driveways
and DIY projects. Our mixes range from
GEN mixes through to self-compacting
and Gyvlon flowing floor screeds. Also a
suite of admixtures and fibres are available
to produce mixes to structural engineers
design specification.
For large concrete pours we have ample
vehicle capacity to supply concrete
regardless of pour size. We operate a range
of delivery vehicles from mini-mix to 8m3.

Corporate Objectives

Controlled environment

Our aim is to ensure that all our customers
receive the correct concrete for their
application, produced to the British and
European Standards of BS 8500 and
BS EN 206-1, in a timely and consistent
manner, whilst meeting the needs of the
fast moving construction sector’s demand
for more complex mix designs requiring
additional workability, speed of installation
and reduced overall construction costs.

Our plant is equipped with state-of-theart microwave moisture sensors to closely
monitor water content in the sand and
gravels to ensure the accurate level of
water addition required.

We have undertaken considerable
research evaluating all the concrete plant
manufacturers’ technologies around
the world and our decision to invest in
a state-of-the-art Leibherr of Germany
plant was due to their vast concrete
production expertise. The plant which
was built and installed in the summer for
2014 has a twin shaft wet batch plant
capable of producing 100 m3 per hour of
compacted concrete with silo capacity
of 400 tonne and aggregate capacity of
650 tonne. Thus making Maxi Readymix
Concrete’s plant the most technically
advanced concrete production facility in
the Midlands.
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This goes above and beyond the level
of any traditional plant and has installed
additional slump monitoring devices inside
the mixer to ensure the desired slump /
flow and workability are achieved for the
specification required before releasing the
concrete into the mixer vehicle. Such is the
capability of our concrete plant that our
fleet of mixers are only required to agitate
the concrete to the project. Therefore
should customers wish to collect concrete
from our plant this can be achieved with
ease and speed.

